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INTRODUCTION

This supplement additional combat options for player and non-player characters for use with the Basic Fantasy Role-
Playing Game rules.  If you do not already have a copy of the Basic Fantasy RPG rules, please visit the website and
download a copy.

Using These Rules

Below are defined various  optional combat rules.   The
Game Master must choose which, if any, of these rules
apply in his or her game.

Weapon Specialization

Under  this  rule,  the  player  of  a  Fighter  may choose a
weapon  in  which  the  character  is  especially  skilled.
Specialization only applies to "true" Fighters, and not to
any  subclasses  thereof  which  may  appear  in  other
supplements, unless otherwise  noted.

At first level, the player applies one rank of specialization
to  the  chosen  weapon.   This  choice  must  be  quite
specific; for instance, a specialization in the longsword will
give no bonuses when using a shortsword.

Every third level after first (that is, 4 th, 7th, 10th, etc.) the
player applies another rank of specialization.  Each new
rank may be applied to an existing specialization, or to a
new specialization.

For instance, at first level Darion's player assigns a rank to
longsword.  Darion gains a bonus of +1 on attack rolls
when using  a longsword.   At  4th level,  the  player may
assign the new rank to longsword, giving a bonus of +1
on attack rolls and +1 on damage; or, the rank may be
applied to a new weapon, such as the longbow, in which
case both weapons have +1 on attack rolls but no bonus
to damage.

Rank
Combat Bonuses

(Attack / Damage) Attacks per Round
1 +1 / +0 1 / 1

2 +1 / +1 1 / 1

3 +2 / +1 3 / 2

4 +2 / +2 3 / 2

5 +3 / +2 2 / 1

6 +3 / +3 2 / 1

As indicated in the Attacks Per Round column, at higher
ranks  of  specialization  the  Fighter  is  allowed  to  attack
more  than  one  time  per  round.   3/2  means  that  the
character  may  attack  three  time  in  every  two  rounds,
once in the odd-numbered round and twice in the even-
numbered round.  At 2/1 the Fighter is allowed to attack
with  the  specialized  weapon  two  times  per  round.
Additional attacks always come after all other attacks are
resolved; that is,  the Fighter attacks once on his or her
Initiative number,  then again after  all  “first” attacks are
done.  If more than one weapon specialist is involved in a
battle, count Initiative down twice, once for “first” attacks
and again for “second” attacks.

Shield Specialist

A fighter  character  may  spend  a  specialization  rank  to
specialize with shields.

If  the  Game  Master  utilizes  other  non-standard  shield
types  (see  the  Armor  &  Shield  Supplement)  then  the
character must acquire specialization in each such type. 

A shield specialist receives an additional +1 bonus to AC
while wielding the shield.

Armor Specialist

A fighter  character  may  spend  a  specialization  rank  to
consider a type of armor of his choice one step lighter in
regards of movement rates.

A fighter can only apply one rank of specialization to each
type of armor.

Critical Hits

A natural 20 on the attack die roll results in a threat.  Roll
again -- if the player hits on the second roll (a normal hit,
not  just another natural  20),  a  critical hit is  scored and
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double damage is done.  However, if the only way the
character can hit is to roll a natural 20, critical hits are not
scored.

Fumbles

A natural 1 on the attack die roll may result in a fumble; if
this occurs, the player must roll a save vs. Death Ray with
Dexterity applied.  If the save is failed, the character has
fumbled.

The  effects  of  a  fumble  vary  based  on  the  type  of
weapon.   For  hand-held  weapons,  the  weapon  is
dropped;  use  the  grenade-like  weapons  table,  to
determine where, considering the wielder as if he or she
were the "target" in the table.  If the character binds his
weapon  to  his  hand  (so  he  cannot  drop  it),  then  the
fumble leads to the character suffering damage equal to
the weapon's normal attack die (without Strength, magic,
or other bonuses).  For bows, a broken bowstring is the
usual result; for crossbows, a fumble leads to a jammed
mechanism requiring 2d10 rounds to clear.

The  GM  is  encouraged  to  make  up  alternate  fumble
results when appropriate to the circumstances, using these
suggestions as a guideline.

Two Weapon Combat

This  rule  allows  a  character  to  use  a  weapon  in  each
hand.  The weapon in the primary hand suffers a penalty
of -2 to hit, while the weapon in the off-hand is used at a
-5  penalty  normally.   Subtract  from  this  penalty  the
character's Dexterity bonus, with a minimum penalty of
+0 (so a character with 18 Dexterity does not get a +1
bonus  to  hit  this  way).   The  primary  weapon  must,
obviously, be one-handed, and the secondary must be a
dagger, handaxe, or similar very small weapon.

The off-handed weapon normally does not get multiple
attacks, even if allowed by specialization.  Like a monster
using  an  attack  routine  (claw-claw-bite)  the  off-handed
weapon attacks at the same time as the primary weapon.

Note:  Off-handed weapon attacks (with no primary hand
attack)  are  at  -3  penalty,  with  the  Dexterity  bonus
subtracted as above.

As an option, a character using two-weapon combat may
choose to use the off-handed weapon as a defensive item
similar to a shield.  This must be declared at the start of
the round.  

In this case, no special penalty is applied to the primary
weapon,  and  the  off-handed  weapon  adds  +1  to  the
wielder's  AC value  against  a  single  melee  attacker  per
round.  

If  the  weapon  has  a  magic  weapon  bonus,  it  may  be
applied, but only the base bonus for those weapons with
multiple values.

If  the  character  using  two  weapons  at  once  has  a
specialization bonus with the off-hand weapon he is using
to defend, add the specialization AB modifier as well to
the character's AC.

Defending

The  application  of  Armor  Class  assumes  that  the
character tries to avoid each incoming attack, while still
making attacks himself.  However, there will be occasions
when the character just wants to avoid being hit.   The
player must declare that the character is defending.  This
can be done regardless of  Initiative,  and is  therefore  a
good choice when fighting unarmored and the Initiative is
lost.

The defending character applies a bonus of +4 to AC.  If
the character is holding/using a specialized weapon, he or
she may add the specialization "to hit" bonus to AC to
reflect the additional parrying skill.  Also, magic weapons
usually  confer  the  bonus  to  the  AC  of  the  defending
character  (as  described  under  Two-Weapon  Combat,
above).

Mounted Combat 

When a combatant is mounted, the rider's Initiative roll is
used for both rider and mount, as the rider is the one
guiding  the  mount's  movements.   Thus,  all  attacks  by
rider  and  mount  are  effectively  simultaneous  and
generally  must  all  be  against  the  same  target.   Some
exotic mounts may vary from this rule at the GM's option,
especially  if  the  mount  is  unusually  fast  or  slow.   For
example, a zombie steed still moves and attacks last in the
round regardless of the rider's Initiative roll.

When charging, only one of the rider or mount receives
the charging bonus, and the other of the pair does not
attack that turn.  Note that normal steeds (horses) do not
generally  have  attacks  which  benefit  from  a  charging
movement.  To receive the benefits of charging, the rider
must  have proper  riding  equipment,  i.e.  a  saddle  with
stirrups.
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The mount must be trained for mounted combat in order
to coordinate attacks with rider.  Otherwise, only the rider
may attack, and does so at a -2 penalty to AB.  Mounts
having  near  human  Intelligence  (or  better)  are
automatically considered trained for combat.

A mount is generally large enough compared to the rider
to allow the rider to “set against charge” when using an
appropriate weapon.  The rider and mount must remain
stationary and the rider must have a proper saddle with
stirrups to do this.

Nearly all rider and mount combinations are considered
large for purposes of fighting against small humanoids like
Halflings,  who  may  have  special  bonuses  against  such
combatants.

Unless otherwise specified by the attacker, all attacks are
assumed to be directed against the rider rather than the
mount.  An attack that misses the rider by 1 to 2 points,
but which would hit the mount's AC, is applied against
the mount instead.

An untrained mount that takes damage must roll a Morale
check, and will generally attempt to flee immediately if the
check fails (regardless of Initiative).  The rider must save
vs. Death Ray with Dexterity bonus applied or be thrown
from the steed's back.  A thrown rider suffers 1d6 points
of falling damage, is prone, and cannot make any further
action until the next round.  A rider who retains his or her
seat will regain control 1d4 rounds after the mount is out
of sight of the attacker.  The GM must rule if magic or
other means is used to regain control.  Also note, even
trained mounts subjected to magical  fear will respond in
this way.

Jousting: A joust is simply a situation in which two riders
charge at each other with lances.  All the standard rules
apply  to  such  attacks,  except  that  the  AC  penalty  for
charging does not apply to their attacks against each other
(but  the  penalty  does  apply  to  attacks  made  by
bystanders).

When a jouster is hit by his opponent he must make a
save versus Death Ray with Strength bonus applied or
else  be  unhorsed  and  land  prone  upon  the  ground,
suffering 1d6 points of damage just as given above.  Each
full 5 points of damage dealt applies a -1 penalty to the
save.  If the save is failed by 5 or more points, then the
unhorsed  individual  is  also  stunned  for  1d3  rounds,
suffering a penalty of -2 to AC and a -2 penalty to AB for
the  duration.   If  save  is  failed  by  10  or  more  the
combatant is knocked out completely for 2d4 rounds.

Jousting with deliberately blunted lances (as is often done
in tournaments) results in subdual damage, but all other
effects above still  apply.  Damage from being unhorsed
will still be normal damage, for instance.

Shield Bash

A character may use a shield as a weapon rather than as
a defensive item.  Such an attack is a normal melee attack
and does 1d4 points of subdual damage, plus Strength
modifier if any.  Shield specialists receive a +1 bonus to
damage.  If the shield is magical, its normal bonuses may
be applied to both the attack and damage roll.

Naturally,  the character loses all  the AC benefits of the
shield (including those for magic and specialization) until
the beginning of the next round after attempting a shield
bash.   Penalties  normally  applied  for  an  off-handed
weapon do not apply, as shields are made to be carried
and employed in that way.

Special Maneuvers and Called Shots

Called shots are all those kind of attacks that are not dealt
with the intent of simply dealing damage but to achieve
“special effects” like tripping, disarming, subduing. 

Executing a called shot inflicts a -4 penalty to the attack
roll.

Called shots are usually resisted with a Saving Throw of
some kind, if the attacker is a weapon specialist the ST
suffers a penalty equal to the specialization damage bonus
of the attacker. 

Here are some samples of called shots:

Disarm:  The character  chooses  to  inflict  no
damage and simply disarm it’s enemy unless it
succeeds in a Save vs. Paralyzation.

Trip: The character tries to hook and pull down a
foe instead of inflicting damage. 

On  a  successful  hit,  the  victim  must  make  a
Saving Throw against Paralyzation or fall to the
ground. 

A character can stand up in one round.

Light Weapons

A  fighter  or  thief  character  with  a  light  weapon  may
choose  to  use  his  or  her  Dexterity  modifier  instead  of
Strength  on  attack  rolls.   Regardless  of  which  bonus
applies  to  attack  rolls,  the  Strength  modifier  is  always
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used to modify damage rolls.  When using this rule, the
short sword can be used to represent rapiers, sabers or
any other fencing-type sword.

Light weapons from the Core Rules include: hand axe,
daggers, short sword (and variants), and warhammer (or
throwing hammer).

Weapons vs. Armor

If the GM wishes to more closely simulate the advantages
and  disadvantages  of  different  styles  or  armor,  the
following  chart  may  be  used  to  modify  attack  rolls  by
comparing the general  category of weapon used to the
armor or natural defenses of the target creature.

Unarmored
(none)

Leather
(fur)

Chain
(scales)

Plate
(shell)

Slashing +2 +1 -2 -1

Chopping -1 - +1 -

Piercing - +1 -1 -

Bludgeoning -1 -2 +2 +1

Cleaving through opponents

Whenever a character kills or incapacitates an opponent
with an attack, if the amount of damage dealt was greater
than the remaining hit points of the opponent, then the
leftover  damage  may  carry  over  to  another  opponent
within 5' of the first, provided that the original attack roll
was high enough to hit that opponent as well.
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Open Game License
INTRODUCTION

Combat Options: A Basic Fantasy Supplement (hereinafter “the Supplement”)
is  based  on  the  System  Reference  Document  v3.5  ("SRD"),  which  is  Open
Game Content.    The text of the Open Game License itself is not Open Game
Content. Instructions on using the License are provided within the License itself.

Designation  of  Open  Game  Content:   The  entire  text  of  the  Supplement
(except the Open Game License, as noted above) is Open Game Content,
released under the Open Game License, Version 1.0a (reproduced below) as
described  in  Section  1(d)  of  the  License.   Artwork  incorporated  in  this
document  is  not  Open  Game  Content,  and  remains  the  property  of  the
copyright holder.

Designation of Product Identity:  Product identity is not Open Game Content.
The following is  designated as product identity  pursuant to  OGL v1.0a(1)(e)
and (7):  (A)  product and product line names, including Basic Fantasy  Role-
Playing Game, Basic Fantasy RPG, and BFRPG, as well  as the phrase “make
mine  Basic”;  (B)  all  artwork,  logos,  symbols,  graphic  designs,  depictions,
likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and
other visual representations,  including the “eye” logo, which is the personal
mark of Chris Gonnerman for his various products, and which is Copyright ©
2002 Chris Gonnerman, and the “Scribbled Dragon,” which is Copyright © 2005
Erik Wilson; (C) logos and trademarks, including any trademark or registered
trademark clearly identified as product identity by the owner of the product
identity, and which specifically excludes the open game content.

More information on the Open Game License can be found at:

http://www.wizards.com/d20

OPEN GAME LICENSE VERSION 1.0A

The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright
2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark owners
who have contributed Open Game Content;  (b)"Derivative Material" means
copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into
other  computer  languages),  potation,  modification,  correction,  addition,
extension, upgrade, improvement,  compilation, abridgment or other form in
which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute"
means  to  reproduce,  license,  rent,  lease,  sell,  broadcast,  publicly  display,
transmit or otherwise distribute;  (d)"Open Game Content"  means the game
mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to
the  extent  such content  does  not  embody the  Product  Identity  and is  an
enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified
as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by
this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law,
but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means product
and product line names,  logos and identifying marks  including trade dress;
artifacts;  creatures  characters;  stories,  storylines,  plots,  thematic  elements,
dialogue,  incidents,  language,  artwork,  symbols,  designs,  depictions,
likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and
other visual or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters,
spells,  enchantments,  personalities,  teams,  personas,  likenesses  and  special
abilities;  places,  locations,  environments,  creatures,  equipment,  magical  or
supernatural  abilities or effects,  logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any
other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity
by  the  owner  of  the  Product  Identity,  and which  specifically  excludes  the
Open Game Content;  (f)  "Trademark"  means the logos,  names,  mark,  sign,
motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or
the  associated  products  contributed  to  the  Open  Game  License  by  the
Contributor  (g)  "Use",  "Used"  or  "Using"  means  to  use,  Distribute,  copy,  edit,
format,  modify,  translate and otherwise create Derivative Material  of Open
Game  Content.  (h)  "You"  or  "Your"  means  the  licensee  in  terms  of  this
agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains
a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under
and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game
Content that  you Use.  No terms may be added to or  subtracted from this
License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions
may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your
acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License,
the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive
license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.Representation  of  Authority  to  Contribute:  If  You  are  contributing  original
material as Open Game Content,  You represent that Your Contributions are
Your  original  creation  and/or  You  have  sufficient  rights  to  grant  the  rights
conveyed by this License.

6.Notice  of  License  Copyright:  You  must  update  the  COPYRIGHT  NOTICE
portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of
any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You
must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's name to the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including
as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another,
independent  Agreement  with  the  owner  of  each element  of  that  Product
Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any
Trademark  or  Registered  Trademark  in  conjunction  with  a  work  containing
Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent
Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The
use of  any  Product Identity  in  Open Game Content  does  not constitute  a
challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product
Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in
and to that Product Identity.

8.  Identification:  If  you  distribute  Open  Game  Content  You  must  clearly
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game
Content.

9.  Updating  the  License:  Wizards  or  its  designated  Agents  may  publish
updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this
License to  copy,  modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally
distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every
copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11.  Use  of  Contributor  Credits:  You  may not market  or  advertise  the Open
Game Content using the name of any Contributor  unless You have written
permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms
of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to
statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any
Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply
with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming
aware  of  the  breach.  All  sublicenses  shall  survive  the  termination  of  this
License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable,
such  provision  shall  be  reformed  only  to  the  extent  necessary  to  make  it
enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

System Reference Document Copyright 2000-2003, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.;
Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Rich Baker, Andy Collins,
David Noonan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D. Rateliff, Thomas Reid,
James Wyatt, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.

Basic Fantasy Role-Playing Game Copyright © 2006-2014 Chris Gonnerman.

Combat Options:  A Basic Fantasy Supplement Copyright © 2007-2014 Chris
Gonnerman, Luigi Castellani, and R. Kevin Smoot

END OF LICENSE
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